Join the ACSI Student Assessment Team for a Coffee Break

Thank you for joining us at our Open House today!

We will begin promptly at 10:30 am (Mountain).

Attendees are entered to win giveaways at the end of the presentation.

Program Benefits

- Discounted pricing
- Christian school comparison scores
- Prescheduled and custom faculty training
- Participant networking through the ACSI Community
- Access to test publisher and ACSI team members
Complete solution for measuring Performance, Potential, Personalized Learning, and Growth

- **Complete Battery K—12**
- **Single Subject Benchmarks K—12**
- **Survey Grades 1—8**
- **CogAT K—12**
- **Paper/Pencil, Online, & Hybrid Remote Available!**
- **Iowa FLEX Grades 2—8**

- **Connected Approach**

  - Standardized achievement test similar in format and administration to the *TerraNova 3 with enhanced scores*
  - Newly written Form G for K—8 and equivalent Form E for 9—12, all with 2017 norms
  - DataManager, a single sign-on robust reporting system with over 42 reports
  - Cognitive abilities test similar to *InView* that measures Verbal, Quantitative, and Nonverbal reasoning
  - NEW! *CogAT* dashboard with a Student Ability Profile for instructional guidance
  - Differentiated Instruction Report for groups to drive classroom instruction and planning
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IOWA FLEX
Grades 2—8

Adaptive Benchmark System

Reading & Math

Grades 2—8

Adaptive Benchmark System

Reading & Math

Abbreviated version of the Iowa Assessments Complete Battery

Assesses Reading, Language or Written Expression, and Mathematics

Administration time takes less two hours

General picture of student performance in the core content areas assessed

• Same Reading and Math subtests as the Complete Battery

• Option to include Vocabulary and Math Computation

• Multiple fixed forms so educators can monitor growth two to three times during the year for targeted intervention and instructions

Placement, Entrance, & Benchmark Tests

Results in 24—48 Hours

Survey
Grades 1—8

Iowa Assessments™
Single Subject Benchmarks
K—12

Iowa Assessments™
Grades 1—8

Survey

5

6
ACT® Aspire™

- Grades 3—10
- College and Career Readiness standards
- Anchored to and predicts scores on the ACT
- Performance level data
- Online with paper/pencil option

ACT® Aspire™ Periodics

- Assesses English, math, reading, and science
- Fixed-format, online, multiple-choice
- Immediate reporting available online
- FREE ACT Academy instructional resources

- Interim Assessments
  - 4 per grade/per content area for grades 3–10
  - 45 minutes or less

- Classroom Assessments
  - 10 per grade/per content area for grades 3–8
  - 15–20 minutes each
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The ACSI Student Assessment Program has you covered!

- Remote Testing Options:
  - IowaFlex, CogAT, and Iowa Assessments (including the complete battery, the Single Subject or the Survey)
  - ACT Aspire Interim and Classroom Assessments
  - MAP Growth
- Hybrid model of instruction allows schools to test some of their students on campus (either online or paper/pencil) and other students online remotely.


- K—12; adaptive online test
- Subjects: Math, Reading, Language Usage, and Science
- ~ 45 minutes per test; 3 times/year

- Pre-K—5; adaptive online test
- Measures oral reading fluency, literal comprehension, and foundational reading skills
- 20-minute benchmark

- Aligned to MAP Growth
- Administered as needed
- Subjects: Reading comprehension, Language Usage, Vocabulary, and Math
- 5—30 minutes each
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Student Assessment Training Program

Design a customized training that is flexible in both time and format to accommodate your school’s needs.

• Custom training benefits include:
  • Basic score interpretation and how to effectively use the data
  • Walkthrough key reports to drill down on the data
  • Analyze results to create an action plan to improve student achievement
  • Assist schools with meeting accreditation requirements for administrator and teacher data analysis
  • 24/7 Community access to critical program information and program support throughout the test window

Go to your.acsi.org/StudentAssessmentTraining to complete a Training Request Form.

STUDENT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM

Fall Open House

Thank you for joining us at our Open House today.

Order your TerraNova 3 or Iowa Assessments materials by December 4 to save money.

Contact us to learn more about any of these services.

Contact us at assessmentsupport@acsi.org